The paper proposes the structural synthesis method for generation of closed kinematic chains with all the possible kinds of multiple joints according to the given number K-independent loops up to the maximum multiple joint factor V max (K). Firstly, the structural synthesis method of non-fractionated and fractionated multiple joint kinematic chains based on the combination of corresponding simple and multiple joints is presented. Secondly, the atlas database with all the possible kinds of multiple joints containing various 3 (case K = 2) and 9 (case K = 3) multiple joint non-fractionated and fractionated structures is established and illustrated. Thirdly, all the possible multiple joint assortments ([M.J.A.]) for non-fractionated as well as fractionated multiple joint kinematic chains up to K = 3 and V max = 4 are synthesized and revealed for the first time. Finally, the structural analysis of multiple joint kinematic chains with the maximum total multiple joint factor for industrial applications in robotics is performed.
Introduction
Structural synthesis is the first step in the creation of various mechanisms and machines and represents one of the most complex tasks in the mechanisms and machine theory [1, 2] .
The various synthesis methods use Assur group, contracted graphs, canonical adjacency and incidence matrices [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . Note that beside simple joints, the various mechanical hinged systems also can include multiple joint [M.J.] kinematic chains, that provides more simple construction and minimizes the space requirement. However, when the
The various synthesis methods use Assur group, contracted graphs, canonical adjacency and incidence matrices [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . Note that beside simple joints, the various mechanical hinged systems also can include multiple joint [M.J.] kinematic chains, that provides more simple construction and minimizes the space requirement. However, when the number of link and multiple joint moves considerably, structural synthesis of multiple joint kinematic chains becomes more complex and accordingly difficult [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] .
In our paper a new notation "Multiple Joint Assortment" is proposed. Multiple joint assortment of a kinematic chain is a set of numbers consisting of the number of various kinds of multiple joints (for example two-pin joints (j 2 ), three-pin joints (j 3 ), four-pin joints (j 4 ), etc. ) limited by given maximum total multiple joint factor V  V max and is expressed as [M.
The purpose of this paper is structural synthesis method based on the combination of corresponding simple and multiple joints for non-fractionated as well as fractionated multiple joint kinematic chains up to maximum value of total multiple joint factor V max with given K-independent loops. In Section 2, the general algorithm of synthesis of multiple joints kinematic chains with all the possible kinds of multiple joints is proposed, then atlas database of nonfractionated and fractionated structures with up to 3-independent loops 9-link for different value of F is established. Further corresponding all possible multiple joint assortments ([M.J.A.] ) are obtained and listed. At last, in Section 3, based on the proposed unified equations, the structural analysis of multiple joint kinematic chains with maximum total multiple joint factor applied to various robot manipulators is conducted, and main structural parameters are determined.
Nomenclature
n  total number of links in the kinematic chains: n  = n 1 + n 2 + n 3 +...+n i n 1 the number of singular links n 2 the number of binary links n 3 the number of ternary links n i the number of links having i joints with other links in the kinematic chain (KC); ν j the number of multiple joints ν 2 the number of two-pin joints (denoted by sign "j 2 ") ν 3 three-pin (denoted by sign "j 3 ") ν 4 four-pin (denoted by sign "j 4 "); V resulted number of multiple joints (V = Σ( j -1) ν j ) V total multiple joint factor, 0 V  -simple joint kinematic chains, 0 V  -multiple joint kinematic chains V max the max value of resulted number of multiple joints K the number of independent closed loops in kinematic chains F the number of degrees of freedom of mechanical system with the fixed
Structural synthesis of multiple joint kinematic chains
In this paper we introduce the algorithm of synthesis of multiple joints kinematic chains with all the possible kinds of multiple joints and with corresponding multiple joint assortments [M.J.A.] up to maximum "Total multiple joint factor V ".
Presented in the paper synthesis method of multiple joint kinematic chains with given number K-independent loops based on the combination of corresponding simple and multiple joints.
A new proposed algorithm for structural synthesis of multiple joint kinematic chains up to maximum total multiple joint factor (V max ) is unified for non-fractionated kinematic chains as well as fractionated kinematic chains.
This algorithm of structural synthesis contains 8 steps. It is presented below in Fig.1 (example for case K = 3, V max = 2 (K -1)= 4).
The main feature of this algorithm (proposed in Fig.1 ) which distinguishes it from other algorithms is that we can find different multiple joint assortments up to maximum total multiple joint factor (V max = 4). Thus, based on this algorithm we can obtain all the possible combinations of various kinds of multiple joints up to maximum total multiple joint factor V max .
